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Pheromones are naturally occurring compounds that attract insects. A new $1.1 million grant ... “The date growers in Coachella could really use this,” Hoddle said. “If it works in San ...

Pheromones lure deadly palm weevils to their doom
This site uses cookies to ... will see this discount in their renewal offer, if applicable. The crop protection company Provivi is boosting production of an insect pheromone that controls the ...

Provivi works with Lanxess to scale up production of insect pheromone
Professors Almuth Hammerbacher, Bernard Slippers, Brett Hurley and Chris Weldon of the Forestry and Agricultural Biotechnology Institute at the University of Pretoria speak about the importance of ...

Healthier trees, thanks to pest-control partners
Insects cause billions of dollars of ... hundreds of millions of dollars a year on pest-reducing pheromones, so reducing their use in this way should bring useful savings. There should be ...

Technology used by spies is detecting pesky moths
For instance, pheromones traps find usage in monitoring particular pests in agricultural lands. Constant monitoring of insects allows ... business moves to reach their desired business goals.

Agricultural Pheromones Market By Product Type, By Application Mode, By Function, By Crop Type, Forecasts to 2027
Agriculture pheromones are specific pheromones, used for monitoring the target pests in agriculture areas, also by constantly monitoring of insects ... necessitate the use of more Agricultural ...

Agricultural Pheromones Market 2022 : Trend and Opportunities, PESTEL Analysis, CAGR and Value Chain Study to 2030
It had been thought that ants, wasps and other “social” insects used a common class of chemical compounds to distinguish queens from workers and other members of their colonies or hives.

Science Briefs: Excuse me, ant queen, but what’s that scent you’re wearing?
Anyone who has seen a cat experience catnip knows that it makes them go a bit wild – they rub in it, roll on it, chew it, and lick it aggressively. It is widely accepted that this plant, and its Asian ...

Cats’ strange reactions to catnip make it a better insect repellent
Being a dad can make an individual more attractive to potential mates, a phenomenon observed in many species, from fishes to primates to birds. The principle has even been documented ...

London Zoo: Carrion beetle dads know where the bodies are buried
In a back field northeast of Brooten, Minn., entomologist Anthony Hanson, University of Minnesota Extension educator, strides out to a black light trap to check what insects he’s caught the ...

Integrated pest management offers tools for success
Cats get hooked on catnip because it has benefits, say researchers from Japan studying the adrenaline rush in felines.

Give Your Feline Some Catnip – Getting Hooked on it Has Benefits
Although there are reasons for optimism, Mainers should be prepared to deal with the pesky insect again this summer.

Browntail moths returning, but scientists are working to limit their spread
Fredricks said simply wiping down your countertops on a regular basis can help stave off ants because it erases their pheromone trails ... prevented with the use of insect repellent.

Pest and skin experts talk preparing for summer pests in the Lowcountry
Integrated pest management uses chemical and nonchemical ... control of the cigarette beetles in their factories. Be certain that methods are properly applied. For example, a pheromone trap attracts ...
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